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The digital economy is
accelerating, old world
stalling
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What you need to know

COVID-19 hit most ‘old-world’ companies hardest
●

Global tech leaders continue to be the biggest recipients of the
consumer shift to online, with stellar results from Amazon, Shopify
and Alibaba.

●

Strong Q3 results from Tesla, on-target to produce >1M electric
vehicles across German, Chinese and US facilities in 2021. Share
price up almost 50% since Nov. 1 ahead of inclusion into S&P 500
index on Dec. 21.

●

Traditional big-box retailers, such as Target and WalMart, are rapidly
adopting technology and innovation to slow market share loss to
online-only retailers.

●

Increasingly positive newsﬂow over high-net worth and institutional
investor interest in Bitcoin is driving strong price appreciation, with
Bitcoin up over 400% since the March Covid-19 lows.

●

Investor ﬂows into Grayscale Investments digital asset funds
reached $1Bn in Q3. The emergence of US corporates holding
Bitcoin as a balance sheet asset (such as MicroStrategy) should
further broaden ownership.
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“The next generation of economic
performance for every business will be
deﬁned by the speed of their digital
transformation”
Satya Nadella
Chief Executive Oﬃcer
Microsoft
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New World - technology is accelerating away from the pack
What are the world’s leading innovation CEOs saying?

We have never been more
conﬁdent. Covid-19 is redeﬁning
the future of work, accelerating
digital transformation and
amplifying the need to transform
systems, silos & processes into
holistic enterprise workﬂows

Entrepreneurs will be the force in
rebuilding economies all over the
world, which makes it even more
important for Shopify to innovate
and build the critical tools that
merchants need to succeed in a
low-touch retail environment

Bill McDermott, CEO

Harry Finkelstein, President

Q3 was our best quarter in history.
Tesla achieved record production
and deliveries, record revenue,
record net income ... and record
free cash ﬂow of $1.4 billion
Elon Musk, CEO

We welcomed 250,000
permanent full-time and
part-time employees just in Q3
and have already added about
100,000 more in the ﬁrst
month of Q4

AliCloud continued its solid
revenue growth. Revenue grew
60% primarily driven by growth in
the Internet, ﬁnance and retail
industry customers' contribution,
and the penetration rate of
AliCloud among China

Brian Olsavsky, CFO
Daniel Zhang, Chairman & CEO
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Old World - faces an uncertain future & nascent recovery

Since the beginning of 2019, we
decreased debt by $25 billion.
We've continued to maintain
strong liquidity and ﬂexibility,
exiting the third quarter with $39
billion of cash

Global Auto production down 30%
yoy in H1 2020, while oil and gas,
aerospace, commercial
construction and industrial
segments continue to see
signiﬁcant weakness

Larry Culp, CEO & Chairman

Ed Breen, CEO

International sales were down
4.4% in Q3 with signiﬁcant
improvement over our Q2 comps
of negative 41%. Performance
varied across markets as negative
comp sales in France, Spain,
Germany, and the U.K. were
partially oﬀset by positive sales
in Australia
Kevin Ozan, CEO

Our burn rate improved by
approximately $14M per day
during the third quarter from
$58M down to $44M, and we
expect our fourth-quarter burn
rate to fall to between $25M and
$30M per day

Mid-week occupancies remained
challenged at 38%. Our results
were bolstered however by
stronger demand on the
weekends where hotel
occupancies were 60%
Bill Hornbuckle, CEO & President

Doug Parker, CEO/Chair
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New World - global managers climbing on board the Bitcoin train

From Jan. 1 to Aug. 31, Pantera’s
bitcoin fund gained 61%, its digital
asset fund 168%, its initial coin
oﬀering (ICO) fund 323% and its
long-term ICO fund 270%, driven
by a boom in decentralised
ﬁnance (DeFi) projects

Bitcoin is “early on its path to
monetization” and has “substantial
appreciation potential”; in fact, he
says that ARK believes that
Bitcoin’s current (roughly) $200
billion market cap will “scale more
than an order of magnitude to the
trillions during the next decade

Dan Morehead, CEO

Add to that the ENTIRE world’s
central banks are either seeing
their currencies collapse to the
almighty dollar (BRL, TRY, ARG, etc)
or they are printing money like
CRAZY. HUGE quantitative easing
ﬁat meets the hardest money that
automatically quantitatively
tightens. $BTC wins

Yassine Elmandjra, Analyst
Raoul Pal

We’ve taken several key steps forward
in the second half of 2020, including
making critical senior hires, expanding
our capital base, and completing
strategic actions to position Galaxy
Digital for the clear, incoming wave of
institutional adoption ahead of digital
assets and blockchain solutions by
investors, corporates and
governments
Mike Novogratz, CEO

THE PEOPLES BANK
OF CHINA

Hooked up to facial recognition,
barcode scanning and tap and go
payment technologies, the digital
yuan transactions spanned over
6,700 types of use cases. These
applications included retail,
hospitality, transportation, utility
payments, government services
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Take-aways

●

The world is rapidly shifting online. This is a good time to review
your portfolio and evaluate how it's positioned to beneﬁt from digital
transformation.

●

To learn more about asset allocation and the importance of growing
purchasing power over a likely turbulent 2020’s decade, please see
our recent report here

●

Look at the products and services that you and your kids and
grandkids are adopting, consider if any of those are worth investing
in and seek advice around this.

●

Every day we hear more about leading investment managers
globally switching their focus and assets into Bitcoin. Investors
should educate themselves on digital assets and whether they are
right for your portfolio. Bitcoin and digital asset overview here
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